
The Terrace of Muslala 97 Jaffa st.

Gag-Eden festival opening
The Celebration begins with 
a night of soul music

”The lady beekeepers” - Adi Segal
Opening reception of the new photography exhibition, 
which documents the Sinsila Bee's Women project

ERTEVÉ 
Tamarada performs Amharic Afro-Caribbean groove

Abatte Barihun and The Addis Ken Project 
A thrilling concert that intertwines soul and blues 
with a spiritual journey into the depths of Hebrew-
Ethiopian music 

The School Of Visual Theatre 11 Bezalel st.

Equalizers 

A guided experimental musical journey with artist 
Lior Pinsky. An open-air lounging event. 
*To secure your spot, please visit 
the festival website and register

Tue  
12.9 

19:00_

20:00_

21:00_

21:15 _

The Terrace of Muslala 97 Jaffa st.

Kids Party 
Songs and music of all decades will get the children 
and you jumping and dancing with DJ Yinon Shazo

Barutina Nighttime Rooftops 
An evening of exciting and uplifting music 
spanning ancient traditions from faraway 
worlds

Hayelala
Original psychedelic Sufi music in Hebrew. An 
encounter of jazz, piyyut and musical storytelling

DJ SAADIA 
Solo set by Eyal El Wahab. Yemenite groove and 
fragments of memories from the streets to DIY 
raves  
Jerusalem Sam Spiegel Film School  
3 Menora st.

Matter Out of Place
(Nikolaus Geyrhalter, Austria, 2022, 106 min.)
Screening of the spectacular documentary 
(2023 Docaviv International Competition), which 
transforms landfills into a beautiful and thoughtful 
artistic rumination on the question of waste 

Wed  
13.9 
16:30-18:30_

20:00_

20:30_

21:30_

20:30_

  

17:30_

19:00_

20:00_

Bezalel Academy New Campus, 1 Zmora st.

Roof to Roof
An expansion of the spirit and the heart.  
If you haven't seen the breathtaking view 
from the new Betzalel Campus  - don't miss 
the opportunity

Friedensreich Hundertwasser!  
Dr. Nir Barak's lecture on the artist and the 
environmental architect 
*To secure your spot, please visit  
the festival’s website and register

Observation
A guided meditation session with Tehila Avraham 

Itzhak Ventura duo
Fantastic musical dialogue of a journey from the 
mountains of Iran and Turkey wrapped in the 
elegance of jazz 

Tue-Thu
12-14.9.2023

Rooftop Festival 
of Jerusalem



Thu 
14.9 
20:00_

21:00_

19:00_

19:00_

The Terrace of Muslala 97 Jaffa st.

Through the Eyes of 
City and Man 
Intentions ritual for the New Year. Featuring: 
Yonatan Kunda, Reuven Abergel, Marlyn Vinig, 
Susan Said, Matan Israeli. Music: Maayan Linik. 
Hosted by Inbal Dekel Goldberg

The Sandman Project featuring 
Yael Deckelbaum
Groove and rock and roll, Woodstock flavor, old 
sound renewed, that opens the heart and breaks 
boundaries 
Hotel Brown Machne Yehuda, 105 Yaffo st.

Brazil BROWN
Traditional Brazilian music, MAZAL CHORO will play 
on the hotel’s stunning rooftop. Four hot tubs are 
waiting for you- bring your swimsuit.  
Abraham Jerusalem Hanevi’im 67 st

The Tree Nursery
200 trees that will become a forest - with “good 
energy initiative”, followed by our HAPPY HOUR 
and an open stage evening

The Festival Store
Fine honey and other products by The Sinsila 
Bee's Women are waiting for you in the festival 
store. Get your shopping for the holidays done, 
and support the sweetest project around 
while you are at it.
In the store, you will find biodynamic honey 
jars in different sizes, honey natural skin care 
products, plants, “The Year in the Garden” 
Calendar and more.

Throughout the festival “The Jerusalem Food 
Rescuers” will set up a stand of salvaged 
produce. We invite you to bring a bag and take 
amazing fruits and vegetables home with you.

Gag Eden Rooftop Festival 2023

This is not a festival about rooftops. 
It is a festival about the possibility of reinventing the city 
itself.  of adding the ground space that is in such shortage, 
and to dream a reality of abundance for all of us. 
This year, we are celebrating the new rooftops that joined 
the city center on top of the art schools, and the brave 
decision of the Jerusalem Municipality, which together with 
us implemented the “program for tapping the potential of 
urban rooftops.” Thanks to this initiative, in the upcoming 
years, one million meters of rooftop wilderness will be 
transformed into valuable green havens. 

And above all, we are celebrating the fact that we are no 
longer alone, lone madmen on the roof – but a part of a 
growing and optimistic movement of people from all sectors, 
religions, sexes, and genders that come together to create 
the spaces we are missing, the realms of healing that the 
city and we need. 

Join us for three days in which we will make and get to know 
the city we deserve. 


